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Abstract
In this study, the long term trend of the observed visibility data used directly
(without conversion into dust concentrations) over Sahel was investigated
between 1957 and 2013. Then, to review the influence of atmospheric factors
and land surface conditions on this trend, the coevolution between the visibility and the dust surface mass concentration from MERRA-2 (Modern-Era
Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications) reanalysis, the in-situ
surface meteorological data (rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed, and air
temperature), as well as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
were analyzed from 2000 to 2013. We showed that the horizontal visibility
has significantly decreased since the 1970s. The coevolution between the visibility and the dust surface mass concentration revealed that visibility decreased significantly with increments in dust concentrations. Visibility increases with rainfall and relative humidity. It is greater in areas of high vegetation cover than in deforested areas. Visibility is weakly correlated with wind
speed and air temperature but generally, wind leads to a decrease in visibility,
while warm air temperature is associated with a clearer sky and hence, high
visibility. The worst visibility in the dry season results from high dust concentrations due to warm and dry wind conditions and less vegetation cover.
Rainfall, relative humidity and vegetation cover are the dominant factors
contributing to the decrease of dust loading in the Sahel.
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1. Introduction
The increase of Aeolian processes observed in most arid and semi-arid areas of
the world over the last decades has been observed to be responsible for the environmental stresses and global climate change [1] [2] [3]. Mineral dust has a
strong impact on the climate system through direct and indirect means [4] [5].
African dust emission and transport affect the climate and it is also in return influenced by the climate. Previous works have shown that there is an increase in
dust emission and transport over the Atlantic during periods of the Sahelian
drought, due to a decrease in soil moisture and an increase in surface wind
speeds or a combination of the two over the Sahara [2] [6] [7] [8].
The vast majority of North African dust emissions occur within largely uninhabited regions and thus, there is a paucity of both meteorological and surface
observations in these locations, particularly homogeneous measurements of each
that span time scales of years to decades [9]. In this regard, numerical models
play a crucial role in understanding the processes. However, there are relatively
few observational data sets available for the validation of the simulated dust concentrations. Therefore, models are often validated using surface visibility observations from a limited number of sampling stations and retrievals of aerosol optical depth from satellites and ground-based instrumentations, none of them is
based on direct measurements of dust concentrations [10]. Although the use of
visibility as a viable atmospheric variable has been discussed by many researchers due to the numerous biases related to observational procedures [11], visibility statistics have been increasingly used as a surrogate for aerosol loads [12], especially since visibility records span a long period of time. In recent years, several studies have used visibility observational data to investigate the spatial and
temporal variation of the optical properties of the atmosphere, mainly with respect to pollutants emissions and aerosol loads [13] [14].
There is an increasing interest in quantifying the mineral dust concentration
over North Africa, the most important dust source of the world [15] [16] [17].
However, air quality monitoring stations in rural sites or near dust sources over
Northern Africa are scarce. To overcome this strong observational limitation,
horizontal visibility obtained from meteorological reports, Surface Synoptic Observations (SYNOP) has been used to infer surface dust concentrations [18] [19].
Horizontal visibility is an indicator of the attenuation of solar radiation intensity
by suspended particles [20]. It is strongly influenced by dust particle size distribution and also has a clear dependence on the ambient humidity [21]. Many
studies have shown that horizontal visibility is a good indicator of dust storms
[19] [20]. Windborne dust, due to their frequency, density and geographical exDOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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tent are one of the important characteristics of the West African climate [18]
[19]. The Sahara and Sahel regions are often subjected to dust, which reduces
horizontal visibility to 5 km, and sometimes to less than 1 km [18] [20]. Previous
studies on the visibility reduction associated with dust-related weather have provided fundamental information on the spatial and temporal characteristics of
dust activities [20] [22] [23] [24].
Estimates of dust concentrations can be derived from visibility measurements
[18] [19] [23] [25] [26]. In addition, Tsai et al. [27] indicated that the long-term
trend in visibility can be used to assess past, current and future air pollution
control measures. Until now, the application of visibility data for dust studies
has been constrained by the scarcity of direct measurements of coincident dust
concentration and visibility measurements.
The mineral dust loading in the atmosphere varies greatly from year to year
[6]. Previous works investigating such interannual variability focused on the
quantity of mineral dust crossing the Atlantic Ocean and reaching the Americas
[8]. These large interannual changes and the downward trend highlight the importance of climate feedbacks on natural aerosol abundance [2]. The Sahara
contains some of the most productive dust sources [28] but the interannual and
seasonal variability of the Sahel sources are mostly sensitive to rainfall, vegetation, and wind field changes [6] [29] [30]. Vegetation and rainfall have increased
across the Sahel since the mid-1980s [31]. At the same time, surface observations
of visibility across northern Africa [19] and satellite estimates over the downstream tropical Atlantic [32] and Sahel [33] indicate a downward trend in dustiness since mid-1980s. There are concurrent observations of weaker winds over
the Sahel [19], but the mechanisms linking these trends have not been established.
This study aims not only to investigate the temporal variations of visibility in
Sahelian zone, but also to analyze the relationship between visibility, meteorological factors and vegetation cover. The paper is structured as follow: data and
method used are described in Section 2, results are presented in Section 3, and in
Section 4 the main conclusions are summarized.

2. Material and Method
Visibility data are available at three hourly intervals over much of the last century at many meteorological stations located in Africa and throughout the world
[19]. We use the seven Sahelian stations of Nouakchott (World Meteorological
Organization station number 61442), Nouadhibou (61415), Dakar (61641), Tambacounda (61687), Bamako (61291), Niamey (61052), and N’djamena (64700) (see
Figure 1 for locations), which are part of the standard Surface Synoptic Observations (SYNOP) surface observation network. All seven (7) stations are located
in the semi-arid Sahel zone of West Africa in an area extending from 10˚N to
22˚N and from 20˚W to 20˚E.
In addition, daily data are available only for the following four (4) periods:
1957-1961, 1970-1974, 1983-1987 and 1997-2013. Reasons of the lack of data
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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Figure 1. Map showing the locations of the seven Sahelian stations used in this study.

between these periods are unknown. Mbourou et al. [20] used the same data
with the same gaps since 1987. For this study, the time series on the same stations has been completed from 1997 to 2013. These stations correspond to airports or airfields, at which low visibility observations are performed. The visibility data set consists of meteorological records reported at 3 hourly intervals
(0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2100 UTC) in SYNOP every day
from 1957 to 2013, in accordance with standards of Agence pour la Securité de la
Navigation Aérienne en Afrique et Madagascar(ASECNA) procedures. Other
meteorological data such as temperature, relative humidity (RH), precipitation
and wind speed (WS) were also recorded at these times.
Meteorological observers define a dust event when visibility is reduced below
a specified level due to the presence of dust in the near-surface layers of the atmosphere. The frequency of dust event measurement will thus be determined by
the proximity of the recording station to a source and to the strength of that
source. The dust event records are classified according to visibility into the following categories: 1) dust in suspension: widespread dust in suspension, not
raised at or near the station at the time of observation; visibility is usually not
greater than 10 km, 2) blowing dust: raised dust or sand at the time of observation, reducing visibility to 1 to 10 km, 3) dust storm: strong winds lift large
quantities of dust particles, reducing visibility to between 200 and 1000 m, and
4) severe dust storm: very strong winds lift large quantities of dust particles, reducing visibility to less than 200 m. The annual values of visibility and meteorological variables were obtained from monthly averages derived from daily data of
the seven stations. Meteorological data from 2000 to 2013 were obtained from
Weather Underground portal (https://www.wunderground.com), which is a
weather service providing free online weather information in real time for most
major cities across the world. International current conditions are collected diDOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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rectly from more than 29,000 weather stations located in countries around the
globe including about 6000 automated weather stations operating at airports.
Typically these stations are owned by government agencies and international
airports and data is updated at 1, 3, or 6 hour intervals, depending upon the station. When a visitor requests current conditions from wunderground.com, the
geographically closest station is displayed. There is also a “Station Select” button,
which shows a list of the closest stations.
Changes in vegetation from 2000 to 2013 are derived from monthly variation
of MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) at 0.05˚ × 0.05˚
resolution obtained from https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/dataprod/mod13.php.
Contrarily to previous works which converted visibilities into dust concentration [18] [19] [23], the visibility in this study is used as it is (without conversion
into dust concentrations) to investigate the long term trends of atmospheric visibility between 1957 and 2013 in the Sahel, and their relationships with meteorological factors such as rainfall, wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH), air
temperature (T), MERRA-2 Dust Surface Mass Concentration and vegetation
cover for the period 2000-2013.
The evaluation of the meteorological conditions was limited to the period
2000 to 2013, because most of the stations had complete records within this period. The relation between meteorological conditions and visibility (thus, dust
emissions) has been investigated in comparing their annual coevolution from
2000 to 2013 in dry season (DS, from October to May) and in rainy season (RS,
from June to September). The data for this study were analysed using tables,
graphs and correlations.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Inter-Decadal Variation of the Annual Mean Visibility in the
Sahel
Trends in annual visibility in the Sahel from 1957 to 2013 are showed in Figure
2. A general decreasing trend in visibility is noted from 1970s to 1980s and a relative stability is observed after 1997. Visibility levels are remarkably higher in the
first sub-period (1957 to 1961) reaching an average of 26 km. This sub-period 1
is followed by a gradual deterioration from 1970 onwards. The visibility shows a
worsening trend in the second sub-period (1970 to 1974) and in the third
sub-period (1983 to 1987). In the second sub-period from 1970 to 1974, the annual average visibility is less than 16 km while in the third sub-period, the annual average visibility is less than 12 km. Visibility degradation during sub-periods
2 and 3 had been associated with extended drought period in the whole Northern African region [19] [20] [22]. Previous studies from satellites and surface
measurements revealed a significantly downward trend in Dust Aerosol Optical
Depth (DAOD) in the region since the 1980s, persisting through both summer
and winter seasons [2] [16]. While a significant shift in the visibility is noted
between the two decades 1970s and 1980s, the visibility in the last two
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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Figure 2. Inter-decadal variability of the annual averaged visibility from 1957 to 2013 in
the Sahel.

decades (from 1997 to 2013) is the weakest visibility and has no clear trend. A
number of earlier studies conducted in other countries have also reported the
presence of decreasing trends in annual visibility in urban areas [13] [27] [34]
[35]. This situation was mostly due to meteorological conditions and air pollution.
Since the 1980s, a dramatic downward trends in North African dustiness and
transport to the tropical Atlantic Ocean have been observed by different data
sets and methods [6] [7] [36]. The precise causes of these trends have previously
been difficult to understand, partly due to the sparse observational records [7].
Several studies focused on explaining this change by linking the observed dust
load with climate indexes such as large scale sea surface temperature [6] [36].

3.2. Relationship between Visibility, Meteorological Factors and
Vegetation Cover
In studies of atmospheric turbidity the visibility, on one hand, aerosol optical
thickness and shortwave surface irradiance are linked parameters [25]. On the
other hand, the production of dust and its entrainment into the atmosphere
combines meteorology and surface properties. During its residence time into the
atmosphere, dust interacts with solar radiation and thus induces into changes
such as in surface temperature, wind, clouds, and precipitation rates [37] [38]. In
this study, we investigated changes in dry season (DS) and rainy season (RS) of
various meteorological controlling factors and vegetation to understand the trend
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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of dust concentrations using visibility (hereafter VISI) observed during the period 2000-2013. The meteorological variables are: wind speed (WS), rainfall, relative humidity (RH), temperature (T) and vegetation cover (NDVI).
Table 1 shows the correlation matrix of monthly visibility, MERRA dust concentration (DC), meteorological factors and vegetation cover (NDVI) from 2000
to 2013 in the Sahel. Atmospheric visibility is significantly related to the six (6)
parameters (dust concentration, wind speed, rainfall, relative humidity, temperature, and NDVI) with absolute values of correlation coefficients ranging from
0.49 to 0.91. At monthly time scale, there are negative correlations between visibility and dust concentration and wind speed, an indication that visibility decreases under months with high dust concentration or high wind speed conditions. In contrast, visibility is positively correlated in months with more rainfall,
relative humidity, temperature and NDVI. The results also showed that dust
concentration has high positive correlation coefficients with wind speed and
negative correlations coefficients with rainfall, relative humidity, temperature and
NDVI.

3.3. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and Dust Surface Mass
Concentration
Previous works examining correlation between visibility and aerosol characteristic have made clear the heterogeneous concentration of aerosols in the atmosphere, the changes atmospheric optical conditions and thus, visibility [26]. Figure 3 displays the coevolution between the horizontal visibility and the dust
surface mass concentration values in the Sahel region from 2000 to 2013 during
the dry (a) and the rainy (b) seasons. The inter-annual evolution of visibility and
dust concentrations shows that an increase in dust concentration is associated
with a considerable reduction in horizontal visibility. A high concentration of
airborne particulate matter was therefore, closely related to the impairment of
visibility accordingly to the high value of correlation coefficient in Table 1
(−0.91). Better visibilities are found during the rainy season with the highest
values of 8.94 km (2011) and 8.95 km (2012). The highest dust surface mass
Table 1. Correlation matrix of monthly visibility, dust concentration, meteorological
factors and vegetation (NDVI) obtained from the Sahel between 2000 and 2013.
Visi.

DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025

Dust Con. Wind Speed

Rainfall R Humidity Temp. NDVI

Visibility

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dust Concentration

−0.91

1

-

-

-

-

-

Wind Speed

−0.49

0.57

1

-

-

-

-

Rainfall

0.76

−0.71

−0.41

-

-

-

-

Relative Humidity

0.87

−0.81

−0.44

0.87

1

-

-

Temperature

0.58

−0.48

−0.14

0.26

0.47

1

-

NDVI

0.76

−0.77

−0.79

0.78

0.82

0.23

1
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Figure 3. Evolution of visibility and dust concentration in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013
for (a) the dry season and (b) the rainy season.

concentrations are found in the dry season with values of 4.12 × 10−7 kg∙m−3 and
4.13 × 10−7 kg∙m−3 in 2000 and 2008 respectively. The dry season’s averaged visibility range between 6.86 km (2002) and 8.12 km (2013) and the rainy season
dust concentrations vary between 2.12 × 10−7 kg∙m−3 (2012) and 2.49 × 10−7
kg∙m−3 (2002) respectively.
The dust concentration in dry season has a larger interannual variance than in
wet season. High dust surface mass concentration corresponds to low visibility
and vice versa. However, years with the highest dust concentration are not the
same than weakest years of visibility and vice versa. This difference between
these extreme years confirms that there are several atmospheric and climatic
factors, as well as land surface conditions that influence the visibility. Hence, visibility is affected by ambient air pollutant concentrations and meteorological
conditions. For instance, the reduction in visibility is directly proportional to the
loading of airborne particulate matter (PM) [18]. Moreover, the Sahel belt is
known to be a region where atmospheric levels of suspended mineral dust are
among the highest observed on Earth [15] [16]. Since visibility is influenced by
the prevailing meteorological conditions [11] [39], it is expected that it will also
exhibit a seasonal variability. During the dry season, the Sahara dust laden into
atmosphere by the Harmattan wind attenuates visible solar radiation much
stronger than the hydrometeors in the raining season [24]. The dry weather also
enhances dust emission and transport from the main sources, as well as at the
regional scale. Furthermore, the period is characterized by increase of anthropogenic emissions due to biomass burning and grazing after harvest [40] [41].
As there is quite no moisture to either reduce visibility or cause hydroscopic
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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growth or clouds which could also reduce visibility [19], the high correlation
coefficient between visibility and dust concentration confirms that airborne particle outbreaks are the major factor controlling the visibility in the Sahel region
during the dry season.
It has been demonstrated by previous studies that atmospheric visibility is
greatly influenced by particulate matter (PM) in many parts of the world [42]
[43]. In Northern Africa, D’Almeida [42] established a widely known and used
empirical relationship between horizontal visibility and aerosol mass concentration. Mohamed et al. [43] used horizontal visibility data varying from 100 m to
20 km in the synoptic station located at Niamey Airport (Niger), over a period of
17 months (from February 1986 to June 1987), and associated Total Suspended
Particles from mineral dust mass concentration measurements in order to establish a relationship between the two parameters. Also, Ozer et al. [18] estimated
the impact of mineral dust resulting from aeolian processes on air quality degradation throughout the year 2000 at Nouakchott Airport (Mauritania), using
the relations established by [42] and [43]. Camino et al. [44] obtained a new empirical equation relating horizontal visibility and PM10 concentration using observations performed at the Izana Atmospheric Observatory (IZO, 28.30˚N,
16.49˚W, 2367 m a.s.l, Tenerife, Spain) under Saharan dust outbreaks from 2003
to 2010. Lin et al. [34] showed that visibility impairment was generally accompanied by airborne particulate matter (PM), especially fine particles with aerodynamic diameters of 2.5 μm and less (PM2.5), due to their light-scattering and
absorption capabilities. Other studies [21] [24] [41] [45] [46] [47] have found
that a high concentration of fine particulate matter was closely related to the
impairment of visibility. Founda et al. [13] showed that visibility in Athens was
highly determined by aerosol loads of regional origin. Satellite derived aerosol
optical depth (AOD) retrievals over Athens since 2000, and surface measurements of PM10 confirmed the relation of visibility with aerosol loads.

3.4. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and Wind Speed
Aeolian dust, resulting from wind erosion, is controlled by two major factors:
Aeolian erosivity (wind speed) and Aeolian erodibility (land surface conditions)
[48]. Under a certain wind threshold, called the wind erosion threshold [49] or
the threshold friction velocity [35], the particles cannot be entrained. This threshold depends on the surface properties, including surface roughness, particles
size and composition, humidity. This threshold is usually reported to be 5 to 6
m∙s−1, while the most intense emissions occur when the surface wind exceeds 8
to 10 m∙s−1 [49], where mineral particles uplifted from bare soils by winds, may
stay in suspension for few days to weeks allowing their transport along thousands of kilometres [17].
Wind erosion over North Africa is responsible for 25% to 50% of the global
emissions of mineral dust [50]. The Sahel is prone to intense soil erosion, and
the dust emission flux is very sensitive to the surface wind speed. Consequently,
atmospheric concentrations of particulate matter less than 10 μm (PM10) freDOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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quently reach very high values, up to several thousands of g∙m3 [18].
Figure 4 displays mean annual visibility and wind speed (WS) during dry (a)
and rainy (b) seasons in the Sahel region from 2000 to 2013. This figure shows
that there is a good yearly relationship between horizontal visibility (variations
and peaks) and wind speed with a decrease in the wind speed and an increase in
visibility between 2000 and 2013. An increase in wind speed leads to a reduction
in visibility (correlation coefficient of −0.49 in Table 1) and an increase of dust
surface mass concentration (correlation coefficient of 0.57).
The highest wind speeds are found during the dry season with maximum value of 4.44 m∙s−1 in 2000 (Figure 4(a)). The impact of wind speed on visibility is
stronger during the dry season. The highest surface wind speed in the dry season
could partly explain the worst visibility observed during the dry season. Wind is
a crucial factor controlling not only dust emission but also dust transportation
[18] [50]. Lin et al. [34] and Zhao et al. [51] showed that calm winds prohibit the
transport of pollutants and favour the accumulation of PM, leading to higher
PM10 concentrations and worse visibility. Cowie et al. [7] suggested that the recently observed dramatic decadal trends in dustiness over North Africa and the
tropical North Atlantic were related to a reduction in dust emission over the Sahel, associated with reduced wind peaks rather than changes in emission threshold. However, high wind speed in urban areas could increase atmospheric visibility, because the wind derived atmospheric mixing results in lower particle
concentrations [52]. High wind speed also improves visibility by enhancing the
dispersive capability of the atmosphere via thermal and mechanical turbulence

Figure 4. Evolution of visibility and wind speed in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013 for (a) the
dry season and (b) the rainy season.
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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and the reduction of aerosol concentration levels [34]. Founda et al. [13] showed
that apart from wind speed, visibility was also found to be sensitive to wind direction.

3.5. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and Rainfall
Rainfall is a dust limiting factor by reducing atmospheric dust concentrations
through the process of wet deposition. Rainfall and its subsequent impact on soil
conditions and surface composition can enhance or suppress dust emission on
diurnal to inter-annual timescales through different mechanisms [29]. On one
hand, precipitation is associated with scavenging of atmospheric particles, possibly resulting to improvement of visibility. Rainy days on the other hand are associated with increased relative humidity, resulting in reduction of visibility.
Figure 5 displays visibility and rainfall changes from 2000 to 2013. Generally,
visibility increases with rainfall and vice versa, in agreement with positive correlation (0.76) showed in Table 1 and with negative correlation (−0.71) between
rainfall and dust concentration, suggesting that rainfall lowers the dust concentration through precipitation scavenging, and thereby increases the atmospheric
visibility. A stronger precipitation leads to more washouts of dust and thus to
higher atmospheric visibility.
Goudie and Middleton [53] suggested that phase of increased dustiness in
Northern Africa are associated with period of reduced rainfall conditions especially in the Sahel. In addition, high wind speeds during dry season (Figure 4) or
drought periods may favour local emission of dust aerosols and greatly increase

Figure 5. Evolution of visibility and rainfall in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013 for (a) the dry
season and (b) the rainy season.
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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dust load therefore affecting the atmospheric visibility. Low rainfall would also
prolong the lifespan of dust aerosols in the atmosphere, contributing to enhance
weakness of the visibility. Engelstaedter et al. [50] showed that the annual dust
cycle may be partly explained by seasonal changes in the positions of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and associated rainfall distributions. Also,
Rosenfeld et al. [1], suggested that rainfall amounts reduction lead to drier soil
conditions and less vegetation. Increasing exposure of soil to wind shear and soil
moisture reduction, in turn, enhance dust mobilization which further increases
dust concentration in the atmosphere. However, at short time scales, precipitation events have two opposite impacts on the visibility [54]. During a heavy precipitation event, the visibility will be reduced, but after the end of precipitation
event, the aerosols concentrations are likely to be lower, which will increase the
visibility. In the first case, the visibility reduction is more likely induced by the
hydrometeors that scatter the sun light while in the second case, the visibility increase is probably due to washout effect by precipitation [54].

3.6. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and Relative Humidity
Visibility at a given location depends on the physical and chemical properties of
the particulate matter and the ambient relative humidity. Specifically, aerosols
grow in size when they interact with water vapour within high relative humidity
conditions, inducing an increment in the aerosols sunlight scattering properties
in the atmosphere [55]. One aspect in the debate on improving visibility which
has not been sufficiently highlighted is the relative contribution of hydrophilic
versus hydrophobic aerosols to visibility. Hydrophilic aerosols result in greater
visibility impairment than hydrophobic aerosols since at high relative humidity
(RH) hydrophilic aerosols attract more water than hydrophobic aerosols. Therefore, hydrophillic aerosols surface area is larger and their capability to scatter
light out of the direct path between object and observer is enhanced [25]. The
inter-annual evolution of visibility and relative humidity in Figure 6, clearly
shows that there is a good one-to-one relationship between their variations and
peaks. A decrease in relative humidity is associated with a decrease in visibility
accordingly to their positive correlation coefficient of 0.87 and to an increase of
dust surface mass concentration with a negative correlation coefficient of −0.81
in Table 1.
During the dry season, the average relative humidity varies from 40.31%
(2007) to 52.90% (2000) (Figure 6(a)), while in the rainy season the relative
humidity varies from 69.47% (2007) to 82.03% (2003) (Figure 6(b)). However,
during the rainy season, the relative humidity was higher than 70% (except 2007
with a value of 69.47%) and the visibility varies from 8.62 km (2009) to 8.95
(2012). These observations confirms that low visibility in the Sahel were associated with low relative humidity. Worst visibility and high dust concentration
occur under dry weather conditions with low relative humidity. Moreover, in the
dry season when surface wind speed is higher, the dry weather conditions enhance dust emission and transport at the source and at regional scale. However,
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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Figure 6. Evolution of visibility and relative humidity in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013 for
(a) the dry season and (b) the rainy season.

during rainy season, the averaged visibility was less than 10 km, underlining that
high relative humidity in this period enhances water uptake by airborne particles, leading to higher light scattering and thus, visibility impairment.
In the dry season, low relative humidity in the Sahel is the consequence of a
southward positions of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the
Harmattan winds which contribute to dust transportation increasing and therefore, to the visibility reduction at regional scale. Poor visibility was due to the influence of dust-laden (north-easterly) winds from the Sahara which transport a
large quantity of dust as well as anthropogenic aerosols emitted at locally [41].
During the rainy season, the higher relative humidity is mainly due to the monsoon flow which is associated with rainfall in the Sahel that inhibits local dust
aerosol emission into the atmosphere and contributes to the aerosols removal
from the atmosphere through wet deposition or scavenging by atmospheric
moisture [28]. Zhao et al. [12] showed that aerosol scattering efficiency in the
atmosphere begins to increase when RH > 50%. Nwofor [56] showed that the
atmospheric extinction values derived from the visibility data are analytically related to relative humidity in such a manner that at RH < 60%, the extinction
tends to drop with RH, while at RH > 80% the extinction tends to rise moderately with RH. Nwofor [56] also suggested that RH < 60% is encountered
mainly in the dry season (Harmattan months) and associated with non-hygroscopic
mineral dust aerosols advected from the Sahara, whereas RH > 80% is encountered in the wet season and marginal growth in extinction with RH observed in
some areas is associated with moderate hygroscopic particles possibly from sea
salt and industrial emissions.
DOI: 10.4236/acs.2019.93025
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3.7. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and Air Temperature
Dust aerosol plays an important role in the radiation budget of the climate system. Dust aerosol can impact radiation balance via absorbing and scattering solar radiation [57]. Figure 7 represents the interannual coevolution of visibility
and temperature in dry (a) and rainy (b) seasons from 2000 to 2013. It shows an
increase in the temperature and the visibility between 2000 and 2013. Temperature is positively correlated to visibility with a correlation coefficient of 0.58 and
negatively correlated to dust surface mass concentration with a correlation coefficient of −0.48 (Table 1). At monthly time scale, we found that higher visibilities are noted in the warm and wet months of the year (June to September),
while lower visibilities occur in the cold and dry months (October to May), but
the weak correlations suggest that the links between temperature, dust concentration and visibility is complex and need further investigations. During the dry
season, the yearly average temperature varies from 25.48˚C (2000) to 27.79˚C
(2010) (Figure 7(a)), while during the rainy season, temperature varies from
27.15˚C (2000) to 28.22˚C (2013) (Figure 7(b)).
Any previous studies have concluded that the correlations between visibility
and temperature are weak and sometimes ambiguous [52] [58]. Xiao et al. [45]
suggested that temperature is a factor indirectly influencing visibility variation.
However, Vautard et al. [58] concluded that through radiation processes and by
enabling less energy to be received at the surface during daytime, the low visibility phenomenon inhibits surface heating, and therefore induces a lower local
temperature.

Figure 7. Evolution of visibility and temperature in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013 for (a)
the dry season and (b) the rainy season.
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3.8. Interannual Coevolution of Visibility and NDVI
Solomos et al. [59] developed a time dependent dust source map for NMME-DREAM
v1.0 model based on the satellite MODIS Normalized Digital Vegetation Index
(NDVI). The results showed that areas with NDVI < 0.1 were classified as active
dust sources. Also, Kim et al. [60] developed a dynamical dust source map for
the GOCART dust model by characterizing NDVI values < 0.15 as active dust
spots. Similarly, Vukovic et al. [61] combined MODIS land cover types with pixels having NDVI < 0.1 to identify the seasonal dust sources that enforced the severe Phoenix haboob of July 2011 in the US. Figure 8 shows the interannual
coevolution of visibility and NDVI in dry (a) and rainy (b) seasons from 2000 to
2013. The worst visibility and lowest NDVI are recorded in the dry season
(Figure 8(a)), while the highest visibility and NDVI occurs in the rainy season
(Figure 8(b)). The visibility during the rainy season varied between 8.62 km
(2009) and 8.95 km (2012), while those of the NDVI were in the range of 0.285
(2002) to 0.309 (2003). However, visibility in the dry season were in the range of
6.86 km (2002) to 8.12 km (2013) with NDVI values, varying between 0.210
(2002 and 2005) and 0.218 (2013). Therefore, it can be concluded that during the
dry seasons, low vegetation cover offers favourable conditions for dust mobilization, which resulted in an increase of dust content and low visibilities in the Sahel. In contrast, high vegetation cover during the rainy season may lead to low
dust content and hence, improved visibilities. This is in agreement with Table 1
showing that NDVI was positively correlated to visibility and rainfall with correlation coefficients of 0.76 and 0.78 respectively and negatively correlated to

Figure 8. Evolution of visibility and NDVI in the Sahel from 2000 to 2013 for (a) the dry
season and (b) the rainy season.
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dust surface mass concentration and wind speed with correlation coefficients of
−0.77 and −0.79 respectively. This confirms that the increase of NDVI is associated with a high visibility and a low dust load, in conjunction with other meteorological conditions (e.g., rainfall and surface wind). Precipitation is needed
for vegetation growth, and increasing vegetation coverage can reduce dust emissions. Therefore, as a direct reflection of the vegetation cover, NDVI value is positively correlated with precipitation and visibility, and negatively correlated
with dust surface mass concentration with a low loading. Moreover, as a dynamic force of dust emissions, wind speed is negatively correlated with NDVI
(Table 1).
In models, vegetation covers have been found to exert strong controls on dust
emissions [59] [60] [61] [62]. Dust emissions are minor in densely vegetated
surfaces and are subjected to high amounts in most semiarid and arid areas covered with little vegetation. Thus, vegetation is considered to be one of the main
factors affecting dust emission and dust storm occurrence [62], since dust emission usually occurs on the bare surface, and indirectly affects dust emission via
changing surface roughness. Higher vegetation cover results in higher surface
roughness length and less dust emission, thereby reducing dust storm occurrence.
Moreover, Zender and Kwon [29], comparing NDVI over the eastern Sahel to
dustiness from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) found that a
lagged correlation of 9 - 10 months between NDVI and dustiness, after the initial
greening of the Sahel due to the summertime precipitation. An increase in green
vegetation is likely to affect roughness well beyond the main growing season.
Therefore, vegetation can contribute to the negative trends in winds through
changes in the surface energy budget. Increased vegetation also reduces the area
of bare soil available for dust emission [7]. In the Sahel, the positive trend in
NDVI appears to be related mainly to an increase in the maximum NDVI in the
growing season, while the length of the growing season remains unchanged [7]
[63]. According to Evan et al. [30], correlations between Sahel NDVI and dust in
the Tropical Atlantic region could be interpreted as signifying that vegetation in
the Sahel exerts a certain control on the dust in the downwind areas, considering
predominant trade flow. Cowie et al. [7] showed that a decrease in surface wind
speeds associated with increased roughness due to more vegetation in the Sahel
is the most likely cause of observed drop in dust emission. In contrast, Ridley et

al. [2] suggested that the change in African dust emissions since the 1980s cannot be directly attributed to vegetation changes (including anthropogenic land
use changes in the Sahel region). Therefore, a vegetation feedback on dust emission through surface roughness may be applicable on a local scale but appears less
important for dust sources responsible for the trends in dustiness over the Atlantic. Also, human activities affect dynamics of dust storms indirectly via changing
vegetation coverage and direct dust emissions [64]. All these findings corroborate our results, thereby suggesting that vegetation changes in the Sahel play an
important role in variability of downwind dustiness.
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4. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, the long term trend of the observed visibility data used directly
(without conversion into dust concentrations) over Sahel was investigated between 1957 and 2013. Then, to review factors of the atmosphere and of the land
surface conditions that influence the visibility in the Sahel, the coevolution between the visibility and the dust surface mass concentration, the in-situ surface
meteorological data (rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed, and air temperature), as well as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) were analyzed from 2000 to 2013.
Visibility in the Sahel region was dramatically reduced in the 1970s and 1980s.
The inter-annual variation of visibility in the Sahel was relatively weak during
the period 1997-2013. Visibility in recent years (1997-2013) was lower than
those in the 1970s and 1980s. Rainfall, relative humidity and vegetation are the
main factors influencing dust mass concentration and consequently the horizontal visibility. The highest visibility, relative humidity, temperature and NDVI
were recorded in the rainy season, while the highest dust surface mass concentration and wind speed were measured in the dry season. However, worst visibilities and lowest rainfall, RH, air temperature and NDVI were recorded in the dry
season, while lowest average dust surface mass concentration and wind speed
were recorded in the rainy season. Better visibility in the rainy season suggests
that dust is suppressed after a rainfall event, probably due to washout effect by
precipitation and by the growth of vegetation following periods of rain. Increasing vegetation leads to bare soil reduction therefore to dust emission reduction.
It is worth noting that the analysis of horizontal visibility in this study was based
on the surface observation records, which lack sufficient data over the Sahel region. Also, Satellite observation and modeling studies with improved surface
characterization will likely be important in clarifying the causes of the interannual variability of West African dust in future studies. In addition, the attribution of the trend did not give the contribution rate for each factor, which disenables this study to quantitatively identify the major causes of visibility impairment. Population growth can also have an impact on dust emission via changing
the land surface features. For example, it is important to investigate to what extent agricultural activities in the Sahel could, or have, changed vegetation, wind,
and thus, dust emission.
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